
Item no.: 373681

90518 - 2.4 GHz barcode scanner 1D and 2D with charging station - 5 languages

from 77,44 EUR
Item no.: 373681

shipping weight: 0.40 kg
Manufacturer: Delock

Product Description
This barcode scanner by Delock can be connected wirelessly to a PC or notebook. All common 1D and 2D barcode types can be scanned precisely, even from a long distance. The
scanner also recognises barcodes shown on displays and monitors.Automatic adaptation to ambient brightnessThe scanner automatically adapts to the ambient brightness and
captures up to 200 scans per second under optimal lighting conditions.When the ambient brightness is low, the barcode is illuminated by an additional white LED and can therefore
also be used in poor lighting conditions.Charging station acts as an interfaceThe scanned barcodes are transmitted via the 2.4 GHz frequency band. In addition to charging the
hand-held scanner, the charging station also acts as a 2.4 GHz interface and is connected to the system via a USB cable.It is possible to connect the charging station to a
smartphone or tablet using an optional adapter cable.NoteNot suitable for Swiss QR codes.
Specification- Connection: 1 x USB 2.0 type-B socket- Battery: Li-Polymer 2000 mAh- Decoding chip: ARM Cortex 32 Bit- Resolution: max. 640 x 480- Trigger: push button-
Reading distance: approx. 40 mm to 250 mm- Reading accuracy: 5 - 10 mil- Range:Indoor: up to 60 mOutdoor: up to 100 m- Internal memory: 16 MB- Light colour: visible LED red-
Compensation light: LED white- Sensor: CMOS image sensor- Scan rate: up to 200 scans per second- Scan angle: 60°- Ambient brightness: max. 100000 lux- Input voltage: 3.3
VPower consumption:Operation: max. 120 mA- Standby: max. 500 mA- Operating temperature: -20 °C ~ 60 °C- Storage temperature: -40 °C ~ 70 °C- Relative humidity: 5 - 95 %
(non-condensing)- Colour: black- Weight:Barcode scanner: approx. 146 gCharging cradle: approx. 118 g- Dimensions (LxWxH):Barcode scanner: approx. 16.5 x 8.2 x 6.5
cmCharging cradle: approx. 12.0 x 9.5 x 8.0 cm- Cable length without connections: approx. 1 m- 2.4 GHz- Scan codes:CodabarCode 128Code 39EAN-8 / EAN-13ISBN - 13Data
MatrixPDF417QR Code- Supported languages:GermanEnglishFrenchItalianSwiss GermanSwiss FrenchSystem requirements- Android 9.0 or higher- Chrome OS- iPad Pro (2018)-
Linux Kernel 5.4 or higher- Mac OS 10.15.6 or higher- Windows 8.1/8.1-64/10/10-64- PC or notebook with a free USB Type-A port for charging stationPackage contents- Barcode
scanner- USB 2.4 GHz charging station- USB charging cable- Operating instructions
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